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Abstract 
In our research, we set out to examine the alteration of David Cameron’s stance on immigration.                               
On the grounds of the rational choice theory, we state our hypothesis, that is because of the rapid                                   
advancement of UKIP, Cameron shifts his political perspective about the issue. As UKIP has a                             
radical standpoint on the matter and it gains considerable support, the prime minister as a rational                               
actor is expected to shift his view. However, through conducting a qualitative content analysis on                             
his four major speeches about immigration over the past parliamentary term, we learn that he has                               
not substantially altered his political agenda in favor for gaining support. For this reason, we                             
conclude that our hypothesis is disproved. 
 
Outline of the project report 
This project serves as an investigation into the timely developments of the United Kingdom’s                           
Conservative Party’s stance regarding immigration ahead of the general elections next year.  
We begin our research by presenting an outline which prepares the mind of the reader about the                                 
framework of the project. We then present the Introductory chapter which illustrates the area in                             
which our problem originates, culminating in the research question and our hypothesis. We also                           
provide vital background information, the project design and crucial concepts. In the following                         
chapter, Theoretical Framework, we expand on the theories that we have chosen to apply to our                               
work. We then present how we conduct our research in the Methodology chapter. We state the                               
research strategy, the manner in which we collect our data and the main limitations of our                               
project. In the chapter titled Analysis, we analyse the data that has been collected. The                             
Discussion chapter explains the application of the aforementioned theoretical framework to our                       
analysis. Additionally, it provides a deliberation over the significance of these findings, which is                           
then culminated in the Conclusion chapter, where we also expand on possible further                         
developments. Our conclusion is then followed by the bibliography. Furthermore, an appendix is                         
to be attached to our work where we include the material we analyse and the summary of our                                   
project report. 
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1. Introduction 
The area from which our project takes origin is centered around the timely shift in the agenda                                 
that is maintained by the United Kingdom’s (further referred to as UK) Conservative Party                           
(further referred to as CP) as the general elections are on the horizon. Our main focus lies within                                   
the shift of the political agenda of the CP, regarding immigration, due to the advancement of the                                 
right­wing party, the United Kingdom’s Independence Party (further referred to as UKIP). 
 
The European Union (further referred to as EU) maintains values that promote economic as well                             
as societal growth. It attempts to serve as a force which mobilises actions that promote the                               
betterment of life for all human beings; that is, they do not only advocate for EU citizens, but                                   
also for the international community as a whole (Europa 2014). A few of the areas that they aim                                   
to influence are growth, sustainability, human rights, equality, prosperity and regarding our work                         
most crucially mobility, amongst others. 
Within the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 13 declares that “Everyone has the                           
right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state” and that “Everyone                               
has the right to leave any country, including his own, and then return to his country” (The United                                   
Nations 1948). Consequently, the right to freedom of movement shall be granted for all. The EU,                               
as a supporter of human rights, has also embraced this principle, and it actively promotes the free                                 
movement of individuals. 
Due to the development of interconnectedness between member states, relocation to a foreign                         
country has become significantly easier. As a consequence, over the past few years, immigration                           
has been on the rise globally. Thousands of individuals in and outside Europe have attempted to                               
migrate to EU countries in search of a better life. Some individuals choose to relocate in search                                 
of better financial circumstances, better education, or in order to escape the political atmosphere                           
within their own home country. Considering the uphold principle of the freedom of movement,                           
the EU maintains an immigration policy that promotes the ability to move freely (Europa 2004).                             
The eradication of border controls amongst EU member states allows EU citizens the freedom to                             
seek employment, travel as well as live within Europe. 
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2013 and 2014 have seen some of the highest numbers of immigration since 2000 (OECD 2014).                               
Due to immigration, the population of the EU has increased by 1.7 million residents in 2012.                               
Thus, it can be argued especially over the past few years that the issue of migration became                                 
highly significant.  
The UK has been one of the countries that received the largest amounts of immigrants in 2012,                                 
according to Eurostat (2014). After Germany, that hosted 592 200 immigrants, the UK follows                           
second with 498 000 individuals. Influence from the EU as well as national policy has resulted in                                 
the instigation of integration policies as the 21st century promoted integration rather than the                           
assimilation that was the norm of the 20th century (Waters 2009). 
Assimilation allowed for immigrants to maintain their individuality by means of upholding the                         
norms, culture and values of their home country in their new country; it also encourages people                               
of different heritages to maintain closer relations with members of the same community (Waters                           
2009). Thus, heterogeneous members of society maintained their differences, leading to what                       
sociologist refer to as a ‘salad bowl’, where individuals within the country strongly retain their                             
individuality (Gloor 2006). However, integration called for a change in structure and initiatives,                         
as these were more focused on ensuring that immigrants blended into the existing society whilst                             
compromising the norms and values of their home country (Waters 2009). Sociologists refer to                           
this through the metaphor of a ‘melting pot’, where all ingredients blend together to become one                               
dish (Gloor 2006). Thus, heterogeneous individuals are encouraged to become more                     
homogenous and preserve a society that upholds one standard culture. However, according to                         
Waters (2009), assimilation is on the rise once again and both sides, foreigners and nationals, are                               
making less of an effort to integrate and are choosing to rather embrace their differences. 
In the center of our research is the Conservative Party of the UK. The CP is a center­right                                   
political party, founded in 1834, who maintains prominent ideologies that advocate unionism as                         
well as economic liberty (Parties and Elections 2010). The CP has been one of the most                               
prominent political parties in the UK since their formation and have constantly remained a key                             
player in the UK’s political arena. The CP have maintained high membership numbers, gaining                           
as many as 2.8 million members in 1953 (Keen, 2014). It was under the government of the CP                                   
and Edward Heath that the UK joined the EU in 1973.  
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However, the party’s membership has gradually declined over the decades; the organisation                       
reported a membership of 134 000 people in September 2013 (Keen, 2014). They have not                             
consistently maintained government over the years, but recently came back into power and have                           
been lead by David Cameron since the general elections in 2010. The CP currently maintains a                               
coalition government, in which they govern with the Liberal Democrats (further referred to as                           
LD). The liberal democratic party was founded in 1988 and it maintains ideologies that advocate                             
centre to centre­left liberal ideals (Parties and Elections 2010). The party support the UK’s                           
involvement in the EU as they are pro­Europeanism with a manifesto that communicates that                           
“There should be a "strong and positive" commitment to Europe” (The Guardian 2010). 
The next general elections are to take place on the 7th of May 2015 (Parliament 2014). One of                                   
the main parties that has gained momentum as the CP has lost membership is UKIP, who                               
promote anti­immigration in addition to eurosceptic ideologies. 
Throughout recent years, UKIP have managed to obtain a considerably large amount of support                           
from the public and have became an influential political actor in the national political sphere of                               
the UK (Keen 2014). The party did not receive much support during the early years, but                               
membership has managed to gain momentum since 2002, when they reported to have 10 000                             
members. Membership further doubled in 2004, but proceeded to virtually stagnate until 2010.                         
Membership and support for UKIP appears to be more likely to increase during the years in                               
which the EU holds parliamentary elections, as well as in correlation with the more recent                             
increases in immigration to the UK. Since 2002, UKIP’s membership has increased by 220%                           
(Keen 2014). This phenomenon, thus, emphasizes the relevance of studying the emergence and                         
influence of UKIP in the political setting. 
With the general elections on the horizon, UK parties are doing as much as they can to prompt                                   
membership and support. Due to the aforementioned drastic rise in immigration to Europe, the                           
issue has become politicised and a number of political actors, such as UKIP, have grown in                               
strength (Balch & Balabanova 2014; Keen 2014). In our project we, thus, formulate our                           
investigation into the way that the CP have broadened their political agenda regarding                         
immigration issues in order to comprise one which stands to satisfy a broad range of individuals. 
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After presenting our problem area, we state our research question as follows: 
What change in David Cameron’s stance, regarding immigration, may be observed in                       
concurrence with the advancement of UKIP? 
 
The information that we have obtained so far has thus allowed us to formulate a substantial and                                 
viable hypothesis. As we further illustrate in our work, our hypothesis is embedded in our choice                               
of theories. Our hypothesis as follows: 
The change in the UK’s Conservative Party’s political agenda, regarding immigration, is a                         
calculated move that will allow them to purloin support from UKIP supporters. 
 
In this part of our work, we highlight some of the information that may prove to be useful to                                     
attain a comprehensive understanding of our problem area. Firstly, and elaboration is presented                         
of the topic of immigration within the UK. 
Over the last two decades, the number of immigrants in the UK has more than doubled from                                 
204,000 in 1993 to 485,000 immigrants in 2013 (Office for National Statistics 2014). According                           
to the latest migration statistics in November 2014 from the Office for National Statistics,                           
583,000 people arrived to the UK in the year ending June 2014, an increase from 502,000 in the                                   
previous 12 months (Office for National Statistics 2014). 
The first signs of mass integration to the UK came after the Second World War. Britain had, as                                   
many other Western European countries, a shortage of labour and the British government                         
encouraged immigrants to come. The UK primarily welcomed white european workers, however,                       
they could not fulfill the shortfall of the labour market. The British Nationality Act of 1948                               
granted all Commonwealth citizens the right to entry the country. This flow of migrants had met                               
opposition from both the Conservative and the Labour party. Restrictions followed in the 1960s                           
with the aim of achieving an average of no net migration (Migration Policy Institute 2009).                             
Britain further tightened the migration controls with the Immigration Act of 1971, that still                           
provides the structure of the current law of today (Migration Policy Institute 2009). After the                             
Cold War, immigration to Britain was driven by refugees and asylum seekers, which further                           
encouraged stricter changes to the legislature. 
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However, a radical shift in immigration policy was introduced when the Labour party came to                             
power in 1997. Policies were loosened towards economic migrants who came to seek better job                             
opportunities in the country. The Labour government passed several legislations and policy                       
strategies on immigration and asylum from 1997 to 2009, i.e. the Nationality, Immigration and                           
Asylum Act of 2002 where the government expanded the economic immigration and introduced                         
visas for highly skilled economic immigrants to come to the UK without a job offer. However,                               
illegal immigration and asylum seeking were aimed to be controlled firmly (Migration Policy                         
Institute 2009). 
In 2004, the EU was enlarged with eight Eastern European countries. With the right of free                               
movement to work within the EU, many Eastern Europeans now moved to the UK, and the                               
country experienced a record in the numbers of immigrants. The net migration had its biggest                             
peak of 320,000 in the year ending June 2005 (Office for National Statistics, 2014). Today, the                               
net migration has again reached historically high levels. According to the Office of National                           
Statistics (2014), the net long­term migration to the UK was estimated to be 260,000 in the year                                 
ending June 2014, an increase from 182,000 in the previous 12 months. Still, 260,000 are far                               
from the optimal goal that the CP set in 2010. These figures prove to be beneficial when                                 
instigating an investigation into the development of the situation at hand, thus emphasizing the                           
relevance of our work. 
 
Another topic regarding our problem formulation that we wish to elaborate on is the                           
Conservative Party and David Cameron. The CP, led by David Cameron, is the single largest                             
party in the House of Commons and rules in a coalition government with the Liberal Democrats                               
(The Guardian 2010). Though previously regarded as a vigorously right wing party, the CP have                             
shifted ideologies in accordance with Cameron’s desire to maintain slightly more liberal ideals in                           
order to accommodate voters of a more youthful nature who advocate a more liberal society (The                               
Conservative Manifesto 2010). 
David Cameron has maintained both positions of the leader of the CP as well as Prime Minister                                 
of the UK since 2010. This has been the first win for the CP since the 1992 elections as the                                       
centre­left Labour Party had managed to continuously maintain power from 1997­2005                     
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(PoliticsResources 2012). The CP defines itself as a liberal conservative party. Thus, they                         
advocate a propensity to encourage conservatism within the British society, as well as encourage                           
the liberalist spirit within the economy of the country (The Conservative Manifesto 2010). 
The CP manifesto that was produced in 2010 entails many changes that were to take place in the                                   
country with regards to the social, economic and political sector of the UK. However, the most                               
striking and prominent of the aims that were stated was the CP’s desire to encourage the interests                                 
of the nation (The Conservative Manifesto 2010). 
In 2010, the CP stated that the rate of immigration to the UK had reached unfavourably                               
prominent levels and needed to be reduced (The Conservative Manifesto 2010). However, they                         
also claimed to be aware that immigration was, indeed, a social phenomenon that enriched the                             
country as a whole and that they were aiming to ensure that the UK attracted immigrants who                                 
would stand to contribute towards the economic growth of the state.  
Furthermore, in a contradiction to the aforementioned statement, the CP also expressed that they                           
wished not to attract individuals to seek employment where citizens of the British society could                             
fill those roles themselves with elevated levels of reinforcement and tutelage (The Conservative                         
Manifesto 2010). 
Thus, one may deduce that, according to the CP’s stance on immigration, the only people who                               
may provide a positive contribution to the development of the British economy and society are                             
those who may perform jobs that British citizens are unable to maintain. This leaves only a small                                 
group of immigrants as the majority of people who move do so in search of a future that                                   
promises financial security, education, a better living standard or to pursue a political climate                           
that is more suited to them (Waters 2009). 
In order to achieve these objectives, the CP developed measures that were to be implemented,                             
such as instigating a yearly restriction regarding the amounts of non­EU migrants who would be                             
permitted into the UK in order to live and seek employment. Another measure was to ensure that                                 
access would only be granted to individuals who would prove to be an asset to the British                                 
economy Finally, they also recommended the application of international controls in order to                         
ensure that all new EU member states would be beneficial assets to the union (The Conservative                               
Manifesto 2010). 
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The Liberal Democrats do not mention much when it comes to the topic of immigration. As a                                 
party, they focus much more locally. They strongly advocate support for the environment as well                             
as human rights. Additionally, they try to implement changes in the elections and constitution as                             
well as in the UK’s general society and way of life (Liberal Democrats Manifesto 2014).  
However, in concurrence with the CP, they state that they too embrace that their country is                               
welcoming of individuals who choose to relocate from different nations to the UK. They believe                             
that their country has benefited from many greatly­skilled migrants both socially as well as                           
economically over many years (Liberal Democrats 2014). Furthermore, they note that the                       
previous administration failed to handle immigration and the organisation regarding the issue                       
was not controlled, sustained or implemented in a viable manner. Regarding their predecessors,                         
the LD state that “They didn't even have proper checks to detect people who were overstaying                               
their visa. We need to bring more control to the system to stop people breaking the rules”                                 
(Liberal Democrats 2014).  
 
When accessing our problem, we aim to investigate our case in relation to the UK Independence                               
Party’s stance on immigration. UKIP was founded in 1993 with the main goal being to combat                               
UK involvement in the EU. This objective was set in place in order for the UK to leave the EU                                       
and thus obtain a stronger sense of national power (UKIP 2014). 
During the first few years of their development, UKIP gained a minimal amount of members and                               
struggled to obtain votes. Today, the party is known to maintain ideologies that portray                           
euroscepticism, right­wing populism as well as anti­immigration and wish to implement policies                       
that support these notions. UKIP have mentioned their intentions to withdraw from the EU,                           
regain domination regarding UK borders and tighten immigration policies, as well as provide                         
permission to work in the UK only to fill chasms within the UK job market (UKIP 2014). 
In order to maintain control over which type of immigrants may enter the country, they also                               
believe that “Immigrants must financially support themselves and their dependents for 5 years.”                         
(UKIP 2014). This includes private health insurance (except emergency medical care), private                       
education and private housing ­ they should pay into the pot before they take out of it.” (UKIP                                   
2014). However, UKIP is willing to issue “A points­based visa system and time­limited work                           
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permits” on the terms that all foreigners can verify having a private health insurance before                             
entering the country (UKIP 2014). 
As stated by Keen (2014), the increase of support for UKIP has simultaneously occurred during                             
periods of time when EU parliamentary elections were being held. Significant increases in party                           
membership began just after the turn of the century when the UKIP maintained just 10.000                             
members and two seats in the EU parliament. However, during recent years, membership has                           
began to increase drastically and is now at 40.000 people. These statistics were predicted in a                               
statement made in May of this year, when they had maintained 38.124 members; the results were                               
subsequently announced on social media by members of UKIP in October .(The Independent,                         
2014) 
In 2004, the EU held the next parliamentary elections as they were headed into the 6th term. It                                   
was around this time period that membership of UKIP more than doubled from what it had been                                 
in 2002 and was reported to stand at 26 000 people. The organisation subsequently gained ten                               
more seats in the EU Parliament than they had maintained before their numbers has managed to                               
increase (Keen, 2014). However, subscription to UKIP fell to 16 000 people during the 6th                             
parliamentary term and began to fluctuate closely around the same figure for the following few                             
years (Keen, 2014). 
It was only in 2012 that voters began to, once again, show an increase in interest as well as                                     
support for UKIP once more as the party managed to gain 20 000 members. Since 2012,                               
membership begun to increase drastically, and the party reported 32 000 members to the                           
Electoral Commission last year; this figure later rose again and resulted in around 40 000                             
subscribers in 2014 (Keen 2014). UKIP, with their eurosceptic and anti­immigrant ideologies,                       
have rapidly become a key player. With this background information in hand, we shall be able to                                 
construct a project that is well formulated. 
 
During the course of our work, we aim to ensure that we retain a project design that presents a                                     
flow that is logical and a structure that aids the reader in the comprehension of our work. Firstly,                                   
we start our project with narrowing down and elaborating on the area of our problem, which is                                 
then concluded in our problem formulation, where we state our research question. In this                           
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manner, we provide an introduction for our reader to get an overview of the comprehensive                             
problem we are to investigate in our research. Furthermore, during the problem area, we exhibit                             
the relevance of our work. In the Introductory Chapter, we further elaborate on some aspects that                               
are valuable to note to explain our problem in all respect, including vital background                           
information. The clarification of concepts part seeks to reveal our understanding of crucial                         
topics, that are to be used further in our work.  
In the following chapter, Theoretical Framework, we present the theories that we have chosen to                             
apply to the data that we collect. Here, we also elaborate on the relevance of the theories as well                                     
as why we have chosen to implement them. In this manner, we prepare the mind of the reader                                   
further for the context of our research. 
It is in the Methodology chapter that we exhibit the methods that we have selected to analyse our                                   
work. In this chapter, we present our strategy for conducting the research as well as how we                                 
intend to go about analysing data. We also illustrate the limitations that apply or may be found in                                   
our research. 
The Analysis chapter contains an elaboration and examination of the data that we collect. After                             
we observe the results of our data and provide a reflection over the relevance and meaning of our                                   
findings in the Discussion chapter. Here, we illustrate our findings in the lights of our theoretical                               
framework, as well as bring forth other valuable information, such as the agenda of UKIP in                               
order to contextualise the results and begin to understand their significance in this regard. 
We finalise our research in the chapter titled Conclusion. In this area of our work, we shed light                                   
on the findings that we have deducted as well as their significance in a broader scheme. We also                                   
provide an elaboration regarding subsequent developments that could originate from our                     
research. 
 
In order to add further context to our investigation, we hereby present the concepts that surround                               
the topic. These concepts have been selected in order to add to the framework that we wish to                                   
present our research in.   
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Immigration ­ The term refers to individuals who move from their country of origin to a foreign                                 
country, where the main causes are push and pull factors. These factors vary and include those                               
such as better opportunities in terms of employment, education, or refugee and asylum seeking                           
(Parkins, 2010). Immigrants often attempt to ensure a sense of belonging in their receiving                           
country; this has been promoted by receiving countries by means of attempts to assimilate as                             
well as integrate migrants into their new environment (Waters 2009). 
 
Net migration ­ This concept refers to a date of 5 year estimates that serve to evaluate the net                                     
total of migrants. This is determined by subtracting the total of the annual amount of emigrants                               
from the total of the annual amount of immigrants in the country (The World Bank 2014). 
 
Free movement ­ It is a fundamental principle of the Lisbon Treaty, which is an international                               
agreement that has been signed by all EU Member States. The treaty ensures that all EU                               
nationals reserve the right to seek employment within any EU country. Furthermore, it also                           
stipulates that EU nationals may enjoy equal treatment as the respective nationals by means of                             
access to occupation, fair working environments and all other tax and societal benefits (Europa                           
2014). 
 
Right­wing populism ­ As a concept, populism, in its modern beginning, was a radical                           
understanding of democracy as a government that is maintained by the people, beyond the                           
distinction of majority and minority. Furthermore, it was also understood to be beyond the                           
limitations that the people are told to respect. However, any kind of populism that is directed                               
“against an ethnically and/or nationally and/or religiously defined ‘other’ “ is considered to be                           
right­wing populism (Wodak & Khosravinik, 2013, p. 7). 
 
Nationalism ­ It is a political ideology which attempts to unify the population based on ethnic                               
affiliation, creating a belief in which an individual is identifying himself with his state, where                             
national identity is expressed through social conditioning and individual behaviour that uphold                       
the state’s actions (Harris 2009). 
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 Euroscepticism ­ It is European nationalism that has transformed into a discourse where the EU                             
is often seen as undemocratic and destructive for Nation States. Euroscepticists are, thus,                         
nationalists who maintain scepticism regarding the EU due to the fact that it places the common                               
values and needs of the entirety of the EU before that of the individual Member States (Duff                                 
2012). 
 
Representation ­ In political spheres, it is believed that political parties seek to maintain                           
agendas that are broad and encompassing of the variety of ideals that individuals may harbour.                             
This is perceived to be done in order to ensure that by characterising the ideals of a wide                                   
spectrum of individuals, the party may persuade more members of the population to vote for                             
them (Heywood, 2013). 
 
Political agenda ­ “The political agenda is a set of issues that are subject to decision making and                                   
debate within a given political system in any one time” (McCombs, 1981, p. 288). In our project,                                 
when we mention the agendas that political parties uphold, thus, we mean the subjects that are                               
discussed and deliberated over by political actors. 
 
Triangulation ­ Also sometimes referred to as the ‘third way’, this is the political action in                               
which one candidate formulates modifications to their respective ideologies in order to appear                         
overhead and central to the traditional political range. Therefore, the candidate presents                       
her/himself as neither ‘left’ nor ‘right’ wing, but rather central and above as they adopt some of                                 
the ideals that their opponent maintains. This method ensures that the candidate does not receive                             
critique regarding the particular issue and may then also accept approbation for the ideals that                             
their opponent is perceived to portray (Heywood 2013). 
 
Issue Voting­ This term proposes the fact that political parties may cause a substantial effect on                               
their electoral efficiency by means of reconstructing, modifying and adjusting the policies that                         
they uphold regarding important issues within society (Heywood, 2013). 
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 These concepts, in concurrence with our theoretical framework, shall provide shades of light that                           
will aim to provide a strict framework in which we aim to present our research. 
 
2. Theoretical framework 
In this part of our project, we aim to exhibit our chosen theoretical basis as well as the manner in                                       
which we intend to implement them in our work. We, firstly, present the rational choice theory,                               
and then elaborate on framing theory. 
Rational choice theory is not one specific theory, but rather a set of theories that originated                               
from the same assumptions (Gandhi 2005). Rational choice theory is embedded in the fields of                             
economy, as it draws on the individual’s aim to maximize utility (Green & Shapiro 1994). An                               
individual shall act rationally in order to pursue his interests. For this reason, out of numerous                               
alternatives, one shall choose the most suitable option in terms of one’s interest. Thus,                           
self­interestedness and rationality is in the center of the hypothesis (Heywood 2013; Green,                         
Shapiro, 1994). In this manner, the voter can be perceived as a consumer, while political parties                               
shall act as companies would act in a liberal economic environment (Green & Shapiro 1994). 
As Heywood (2013) further argues, rational choice theory can be understood in the manner in                             
which political actors behave. Political actors, or more specifically politicians and their parties’                         
aim is to manage the representation of all voters. This is done in order to gain support from the                                     
voters, to maintain and obtain power. Heywood (2013) further illustrates the notion of issue                           
voting, that is essentially the willingness of political actors to shift and change their ideological                             
objectives for electoral success. 
Anthony Downs is one of the first scholars who considered these principles and generated a                             
comprehensive theory of the rational choice approach. Downs states that one shall act in order to                               
earn a living, gain power and prestige. This means that one shall not be concerned to work for                                   
the betterment of others. However, individuals “pursuing their own ends may nevertheless carry                         
out their social functions with great efficiency” (Downs 1957, p. 136). Downs argues that this                             
may also be applicable to political actors. Thus, politicians are also expected to act in accordance                               
with their profit. In doing so, governments that are led by rational actors, achieve to fulfill their                                 
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function. The main proposition of the theory is that “political parties in a democracy formulate                             
policy strictly as a means of gaining votes” (Downs 1957, p. 137). As a consequence, politicians                               
do not intend to follow and implement their previously formulated agenda, it is rather subject to                               
change if that results in obtaining power. In other words, political parties prioritise their motives                             
and desire for power over the needs of the country when adjusting their policies and political                               
agendas. In this way, the ultimate goal of the parties is to maximize the support for their political                                   
stances (Downs 1957). This model, however, is only applicable in a democratic system, where                           
each and every voter has one vote. In a democratic setting, political actors have to compete for                                 
votes against the opposition. Consequently, political actors can be understood as economic                       
actors, as they expect “selling policies for votes instead of products for money” (Downs 1957, p.                               
137). 
In theories of voting, in the rational choice approach, it is stated that voting shall be driven by the                                     
individual’s self­interest. In this manner, one shall vote for a political party that serve’s one’s                             
goal and individual preferences. Thus, voting is considered to be acted out rationally and out of                               
self­interest of the voter. In this understanding, voting is the act of means to an objective to be                                   
obtained (Heywood 2013). 
According to Downs (1957), in a perfectly­informed society, where each participant has acquired                         
knowledge about the differing policies of every party and their performance over the past term,                             
the voter shall choose the party that best represents their objective. However, in reality this is a                                 
hardly applicable conception. The reason for this is firstly, because the government may not                           
always be aware what the voters wish. Secondly, because the people shall not possess the                             
required information about the political sphere, what each party has accomplished and what their                           
future goals may be. Thirdly, for both sides, collecting the necessary information about the other                             
is costly in one way or another. 
On the other hand, if we assume that the voter does not possess an overall knowledge about the                                   
aforementioned components, his decision­making process may be influenced by certain factors,                     
such as persuasion and the lack of knowledge about the voters needs of the government. When                               
the voter is uncertain about what would benefit him most, persuasion may direct his choice.                             
Persuaders shall only provide a set of information that guide the uncertain party to their own                               
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benefits. In this setting, the persuader does not only contribute with his own vote, but has a                                 
greater influence to the end result of the elections. A rational political actor must acknowledge,                             
thus, the dissimilar impact of voters. Governments are also doubtful about the intentions of the                             
people, therefore, they need to rely on representatives to get informed about what the citizens                             
need and to convince the voters that it is in their best interests if the government gets re­elected.                                   
In this way, however, the power of the government becomes decentralized (Downs 1957). 
Seemingly, upholding a fixed ideology by parties disprove the central argument of the theory.                           
Nevertheless, examining all agendas, past contributions and future plans of each party is a                           
problematic notion and the voter in an imperfectly informed world may not be expected to do so,                                 
while also correlating all these with their own interest. Ideologies serve, hence, “as samples of all                               
the differentiating stands” (Downs 1957, p. 141). The voter, in this manner, can easily contrast                             
ideologies, and does not need to take a range of controversies into consideration. It is further                               
argued that demand is created for ideologies through the shortfall of knowledge. 
Political actors react by supplying the public with ideologies, in order to simplify the                           
decision­making process for the voter, and to gain votes. It is worthy to note that to avoid                                 
unreliability, parties preserve their ideological stances. For this reason, the policies of the party                           
need to be in line with their ideology. The ideologies of different parties need also to be                                 
considerably different in order to provide the crowd with an array of stances. Downs (1957)                             
further discusses that the ideology of the party may not be easily altered for the sake of gaining                                   
votes, as this would result in unreliability. Hence, any political actor shall remain positioned near                             
their predefined stance in order to remain unequivocal. The party’s implemented policies and                         
other actions also have to reflect their ideology. If the party fails in doing so, there is a risk that                                       
the public will deem them to be undependable (Downs 1957). 
Downs (1957) further discusses the difference between political ideologies in a two­party system                         
and in a multiparty system. Downs (1957) offers the understanding that in a two­party system,                             
the ideologies of the party may be significantly similar or considerably different. If they are                             
similar, both parties’ aim is to remain close to the center for the reason that in this way they are                                       
likely to obtain bigger support than what they may lose on the extreme ends (Downs 1957, p.                                 
143). If the two parties’ political agendas are nearly identical, they will likely also implement                             
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somewhat similar reforms. Hence, “when one replaces the other in power, no drastic policy                           
changes occur” (Downs 1957, p. 143).  
On the other hand, if the ideologies of the parties are in contrast, a substantial change will occur                                   
when one takes the place of the other. The public in their political stance is also largely divided,                                   
resulting in dissatisfaction of either one or the other party’s supporters. If the two parties                             
constantly exchange each other in office, frustration within the public is expected as agendas                           
keep changing drastically between the two extremes. Within these circumstances, “democracy                     
does not lead to effective, stable government” (Downs 1957, p. 143). 
In a multiparty system, each party shall be differentiating in their stances, and is projected to                               
stagnate at the same point. Furthermore, a clear distinction from other parties is necessary, so                             
that the electorate may understand the various options they offer. In the case of a party shifting                                 
its stances either to the right or left in order to gain voters’ support, it will also lose                                   
approximately the same amount of votes, according to the theory. In conclusion, in a multiparty                             
system, the voter’s choice is rather related to an ideological choice. 
However, the rational choice approach has been highly criticised by scholars from various fields                           
of science. Firstly, it is argued that rational choice theory does not take historical, social and                               
cultural aspects into consideration (Heywood 2013; Green & Shapiro 1994). Along these lines,                         
the voter is expected to act unconditionally out of rationality, however, human behaviour is                           
undoubtedly influenced by many other factors. Our social networks, cultural background and                       
historical elements are influential in directing us in our behaviour and consequently, in our                           
decisions (Green & Shapiro 1994). 
We have chosen to implement rational choice theory and apply it to our work as we believe that                                   
it provides a constructive aim when attempting to prove the aforementioned statement that was                           
provided in the hypothesis. Furthermore, the theory contributes to the aim of the project. 
 
Framing theory discusses the manner in which information is often perceived, both by the                           
individual who creates it (further referred to as the ‘sender’) and the individual who is to observe                                 
it (further referred to as the ‘receiver’.) Developers of framing theory suggest that the subjects                             
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are manipulated and portrayed in certain lights, to the benefit of one individual (Scheufele &                             
Tewksbury 2007). 
Framing theory maintains no known or definite origins, though Scheufele & Tewksbury (2007)                         
believe that it takes its root in the subject fields of psychology as well as sociology. Scheufele                                 
and Tewksbury (2007) further elaborate on the theory, defining it as the presumption that the                             
manner in which an audience may perceive a certain topic is impacted by the manner in which                                 
the topic is portrayed to them. They further state that it is this influence that cause effects upon                                   
the choices that people in society make. However, it is significant to mention that Scheufele and                               
Tewksbury (2007) tend to focus more on the media industry in their work. 
Primary framing theory developer and sociologist, Erving Goffman (1974) states that people                       
already possess certain predominant frames which have developed, based on their individual                       
experiences. He expresses that these frames assist the individual in maintaining the ability to                           
understand intricate knowledge or material as well as to possess the knowhow to                         
compartmentalise and define occurrences that the individual may face. He refers to these                         
inherent frames as “primary frameworks” (Goffman, 1974, p. 24). 
Individuals who intend to share information with others thus possess inherent frames in which                           
they wish the viewer to perceive the information that they are to share; this may be done in                                   
various ways. For example, subjects may be shared in terms of positive or negative issues.                             
Though Goffman (1986) also clarifies that, were an individual to portray a subject within a                             
certain frame, “The elements and processes he assumes often are the ones that the activity itself                               
manifests” (Goffman 1984, p. 26). That is to say that one is unable to depict a subject within a                                     
constraint that does not apply. Thus, it is the prerogative of the sender to portray information                               
within a manner that suits their needs best; often based on what they wish for the receiver to                                   
understand. 
Thus, one may understand that if an individual chooses to perform an observation, their                           
understanding and views of the subject are influenced by the perspective that the source has                             
already been framed by. The subject, therefore, maintains a certain level of bias that the                             
individual shall receive as they make their observation. 
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Sources of information are naturally framed in the light that the information sender deems to be                               
of most importance to the receiver. Thus, one may see it reasonable to understand that                             
information is often altered in order to ensure that the receiver perceives, and possibly adopts,                             
the views that the sender is depicting as valuable. Furthermore, primary frameworks tend to,                           
therefore, ensure that senders vary in their messages as well as their frames (Goffman 1974). 
The theory additionally encompasses two types of frames: episodic and thematic. Episodic                       
frames, which tend to be applied more often, are specific and focus on specific or isolated                               
occurrences that tend to take place at certain places and times. In contrast, thematic frames tend                               
to analyse as well as compartmentalise developments that take place during elongated time                         
periods in specific environments (Benjamin 2007). 
We have chosen to implement framing theory to our work for the applicability model that it                               
poses. The theory illustrates that individuals, who intend to instigate a form of communication,                           
are predisposed to frame the subject in a manner that ensures that the receiver of the information                                 
shall perceive.  
 
3. Methodology 
In this chapter, we present and describe how we attempt to perform our research. Firstly, we                               
introduce the reader to our research strategy and clarify the manner in which we collect our data.                                 
Later on, we intend to discuss the main limitations of our methodology as well as the weaknesses                                 
of the overall project, in order to provide a reflective and critical reasoning of our choices. 
 
The data that we have chosen to base our project on are the speeches that Prime Minister David                                   
Cameron has made, regarding the topic of immigration, during his administrative term. His                         
speeches were held on the 14th of April, the 11th of October, 2011, the 25th of March, 2013 and                                     
the 28th of November 2014. In these four speeches, he addresses the issue of immigration into                               
the UK and elaborates on the manner in which he has worked on finding solutions for it, as well                                     
as explains the future plans to resolve the matter. We have chosen to adopt these public talks,                                 
because these were the major instances when he presented his views about the question of                             
migration. 
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In our analysis, our aim is to provide a comprehensive understanding of the contents of the                               
materials. After a substantial amount of deliberation, we reached a research strategy that we                           
believe is feasible as well as viable and will suit our work well. We conclude that the most                                   
adequate way in which we extract the content of the speeches is to examine it with the                                 
methodological stance of qualitative methods.  
We have chosen to implement a qualitative content analysis on the data that we have                             
accumulated. Content analysis is defined as “a research method for the subjective interpretation                         
of the content of text data through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying                             
themes or patterns” (Hsieh & Shannon 2005, p.1278). The content analysis is performed by                           
means of examining the topics that Cameron covers during the lengths of his speeches. We have                               
decided to place an emphasis on four different categorizations in or analysis, as these themes can                               
be observed in all of his four presentations.  
Firstly, we examine his perspective on the immigrants that already live in the UK, and what he                                 
perceives about their contribution to the country. Secondly, we observe what Cameron believes                         
the main obstacle is with the issue, and what he considers to be suitable to resolve the problem.                                   
We also note at each stage what he has done for resolving the matter. Furthermore, we take into                                   
account his future ambitions, plans and possible reforms to be implemented. Lastly, we analyse                           
what he says about his competitors, his political opponents in terms of their stance regarding                             
migration and what the government prior to him had done.  
At the end of our analysis, we conclude the major similarities and differences within his four                               
speeches, and examine whether a substantial change has occurred from 2011 to 2014. In this                             
manner, thus, we deliberate on the content of his public talks as well as determine whether or not                                   
a shift in stance may be observed. 
 
In the chapter titled ‘Discussion’ we apply the aforementioned theoretical framework towards                       
our findings of the analysis. By applying the theories, we contextualise the information and may                             
examine it by means of observing the framing that occurs within the text. Additionally, we                             
examine the information in terms of the guidelines that are provided by rational choice theory.  
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Furthermore, we discuss the significance of our application as well as what may be deduced by                               
observing the information within the guidelines of our theories whilst applying the contrast of                           
UKIP and the stance that they maintain. However, the research that we conduct, as well as its                                 
results, shall highly depend on the information that may be deducted from the data that we                               
collect.  
 
For our data collection, the first development that occurred was an investigation into the                           
speeches. We were required to use online search engines to find the videos or documented texts                               
of the prime minister in its full length. Though many sources provided a transcripted version of                               
the contents, few provided the speeches in their entirety. The rhetorics of 2011 October and 2013                               
March have been written down by gov.uk. Thus for these speeches, we have used these                             
transcripts as basis. However, we were required to use video materials to ensure that the content                               
is reliable. Similarly, the 2011 March speech has been found on the website of BBC. We then                                 
examined an existing video material. This way we verified the text. The speech of 2014                             
November was unique in this essence, as the speech has not been transcripted by any respectable                               
source. Therefore, in order for the reader to have a clear overview of the speech, as well as for us                                       
to be able to provide a fair, viable and substantial evaluation, we have created a transcript of it.                                   
This transcript has been obtained by means of observation of an official video of the event, then                                 
recording and writing what David Cameron says. We were in no way biased or influenced during                               
the transcription as this would, evidently, restrict the viability of our work,. The texts have been                               
included in the appendix; thus, we may easily refer the reader to their contents. 
 
Though we continuously strive to ensure that the work that we produce is substantial as well as                                 
viable, we recognise that there are certain deficiencies that surface in our work. For this reason,                               
in this part of our paper, we intend to note the main limitations of our project as well as reflect on                                         
the choices we have made throughout the progress of our work. 
Firstly, it is worthy to note that it is a factor in our curiosity of the topic that both of us currently                                           
reside in a country that is not our homeland. We consider that our differing cultural backgrounds,                               
from the one culture we live in, provide us a certain standpoint that can be seen as subjective.                                   
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We, as students of the social sciences, aim to approach our topic objectively. However,                           
objectivity is problematic considering our backgrounds and the topic we have chosen to research. 
Another significant limitation of our project is that it can be argued to be slightly deviating from                                 
the social and political sciences, which are our main subject within our study line. Thus, the                               
project can be rather compared to a study within communication studies due to the characteristics                             
of framing theory and other media­related traits. Even though, we realize this deficiency, we also                             
consider, as we are both Communication students, that the project has developed this certain way                             
because of our interests. Though we appreciate that the University encourages us to be as                             
interdisciplinary as possible, during our research we realized that if we were to analyse policies                             
that were implemented in the last term, it may have provided a more strictly social scientific                               
approach. 
Furthermore, our chosen theory, the rational choice theory is a highly critiqued proposal.                         
Throughout our research, we realized that many, if not most, responses are in contrast to the                               
theory. This indicates that even though, many scholars support the basic assumptions of the                           
rational choice theory, many others also oppose the theory and question its applicability. 
Another critical point in our research strategy is that when we read and observe the speeches, we                                 
rely on our own interpretations. In this way, it can be problematic to achieve replicability.                             
Nevertheless, we in our project aim to achieve objectivity so that another observer may                           
nevertheless find similar outcomes. This limitation, thus, lies within the choice of our                         
methodology. 
Another contributing factor may be that, in our project, we equal the perception of Cameron and                               
his future plans with that of the CP. However, we recognize that it is a problematic correlation as                                   
“political leaders are rarely original thinkers and are seldom the source of genuine policy                           
innovation” (Heywood 2013, p. 357). For this reason, we wish to state that even though our                               
statements may appear to equal the two stances, we acknowledge their possibly divergent nature. 
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4. Analysis 
For the duration of this chapter, we shall present our analysis and illustrate the findings that we                                 
come across during our work. A qualitative content analysis is presided over the speeches that                             
David Cameron made in the past four years regarding the issue of immigration within the UK. 
Within the speeches, certain classifications can be applied. Particular topics and arguments are                         
regularly repeated throughout the rhetorics. In our analysis, we focus on each theme and analyse                             
his views while combining the varying reasonings. Firstly, we elaborate on what his views are on                               
the matter of immigration in the UK. We focus on his perception of the foreigners that already                                 
live in the country. The second theme we examine is his argumentation about why the issue                               
matter,s and in what way it is regarded as a problem. This categorization shall shed light on                                 
whether the nature of the problem has significantly changed. We further discuss the                         
implementation of certain reforms at each stage of their term. Thirdly, we reveal the solutions                             
Cameron plans to put to action. Lastly, we study whether other political actors are referred to by                                 
the prime minister. This is done in order to reveal what his stance is on the opponent political                                   
parties. 
 
2011. April 14. 
In the speech David Cameron made on the 14th of April 2011, he states that he believes that the                                     
UK has gained great benefits from immigration. He makes note of educators, hospital staff and                             
business minded individuals who have all contributed their services to the country. Cameron also                           
embraces individuals who have contributed to the UK by means of “Charities, financial services,                           
fashion, food, music” (pg. 2).  
Further on in the text Cameron also refers to his country as an attraction for some of the world's                                     
top academic minds and wishes to ensure that this reputation for his country is maintained.  
However, the Prime Minister also defines the issue of immigration as a problematic one, stating                             
that the amount of immigrants that relocate to the UK is far too high; he also cites statistics                                   
which portray that 2.2 million more people entered the UK than those who left the country                               
during the time period of 1997­2009. Additionally, he refers to the resulting stress that these                             
figures have had on health care, accommodation and education systems; though he stresses the                           
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inability of people to form communities based on individuals who are not willing to integrate as                               
well as inherent differences such as the language barrier. Cameron also refers to the amount of                               
EU migrants who have chosen to relocate to the UK in search of employment as drastically                               
large. Fake marriages, family reunifications, student as well as student dependents are also                         
referred to as a method of manipulation to the system. 
Additionally, he insists that the origins of the problem of immigration are rooted in the policies                               
that his predecessors maintained. Cameron believes that the previous government was wrong in                         
refusing to acknowledge the rise in immigration as an issue and also by neglecting to take any                                 
action to solve the problem. He also places blame on the previous government;s inability to                             
reform the welfare system. 
The Prime Minister believes that his administration may provide a solution to the problem                           
through the control of immigration, thus they wish to reduce the level to that which it was in the                                     
1990’s. He does not specify the incentives that have been put in place, but states that they are                                   
targeted at non EU migrants as well as asylum seekers. He additionally states that, from then on,                                 
international controls shall be placed whenever new member states join the EU. Furthermore, he                           
refers to their new incentive that an individual must be 21 years old and prove English                               
proficiency in order to qualify for a marriage visa. 
Cameron also stipulates the language proficiency for degree students and states that his                         
administration intends to ensure that it is only postgraduate students who may be able to apply                               
for their dependents to relocate with them.Additionally, he believes that action must be taken to                             
improve on the current state of the welfare system as it allows for British citizens to reside                                 
without employment. 
As well as collaborating with the French to reduce illegal immigration, the government also                           
introduces new visas that support entrepreneurs, employment seekers and highly skilled                     
individuals. Additionally, they have allowed for international businesses to be able to import                         
their employees from other branches around the globe. 
Cameron shames other parties who maintain a differing standpoint. He observes that the                         
immigration debate opened the arena for extremist parties, and he wishes to “starve extremist                           
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parties of the oxygen of public anxiety they thrive on and extinguish them once and for all.” (pg.                                   
2). 
2011. October 11 
On the 11th of October 2011, Prime Minister David Cameron made another speech addressing                           
immigration in the UK. During the beginning of his speech, he refers to immigration as a                               
positive thing, stating that the UK has gained many teachers, students, hospital staff and                           
entrepreneurs who are immigrants. He also adds that the UK are always willing to assist those                               
who claim asylum, and that communities have been influenced by generations of migrants.                         
Furthermore, Cameron clearly states that the UK requires immigrants and immigration, and that                         
they are in need of investment from foreigners as well as innovative business entrepreneurs. He                             
understands that British communities and educational systems have been enriched by foreign                       
individuals. However, they need to implement restraints over the rate of immigration as the                           
numbers are far too high. 
Cameron blames the previous administration for the UK’s bulging immigration problem. He                       
alludes to, and extensively elaborates on, the short falls of the point­based system that had been                               
introduced by his predecessors. He states that the system allowed for many fraudulent                         
individuals to be permitted into the country and ensured that immigrants maintained more of a                             
selection choice than the country did. The previous government is also blamed to the fall of the                                 
welfare system as well as the large number of the British population who choose to rely on the                                   
welfare system rather than seek employment. 
Cameron states that large immigration numbers resulted in the application of duress to housing,                           
society, education and healthcare industries within the country. Furthermore he indicates that                       
stress was applied to communities through individuals who wished not to integrate and those                           
who were unable to speak English. Cameron also refers to individuals who take advantage of the                               
healthcare system that the UK maintains. 
Other issues that the Prime Minister elaborates are those such as fraudulent marriages that occur                             
in order for individuals to gain easier access to the UK and millions of British citizens living off                                   
the welfare system though plentiful jobs are being given to migrants. However, he also notes that                               
in some cases, the migrants are more willing to work. 
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The Prime Minister believes that immigration must be controlled and thus presents four main                           
areas that are to be worked on in order for the government to gain control over the immigration                                   
issue; these are “work visas, students, family migrants and illegal immigration” (pg. 14). He                           
states that they wish to implement changes that will not harm business or investment areas and                               
thus aim to target immigration from outside the EU. Another aim for the Prime Minister is to                                 
ensure that it is more difficult for individuals to obtain British citizenship.The goal is to reduce                               
immigration numbers to what they were in the 1990’s and ensure that it is no longer a prominent                                   
political issue . 
Cameron’s administration also intends to make individuals wait longer before they may lay                         
claim to marriage visas by means of indicating lengthy relationships and ensure that such people                             
are subject to tests in order to prove their relations. There shall also be incentives presented in                                 
order for registrars to decline to marry people whom they feel are fraudulent couples. They                             
additionally aim to ensure that those who bring their families into the UK are able to support                                 
them, or that the family may then have financial stability. Those being sponsored will also be                               
encouraged to obtain financial independence 
International corporations shall also be permitted to bring their employees into the UK, however,                           
the numbers of migrants who may obtain such positions are few as the government would like to                                 
ensure that British citizens are prioritised for employment. Businesses will also be rewarded for                           
recruiting those who rely on the welfare system as well as for those who recruit young members                                 
of society. 
The UK wishes to continue to attract some of the best academic and postgraduate talent that they                                 
can as international students are believed to add to the intelecta and vibrancy of their community. 
The government has already begun to make it difficult for illegal immigrants to obtain credit and                               
have imposed biometric passports which allow for businesses to obtain significant identification                       
of their employees. 
The government has also implemented incentives to revoke licenses of fraudulent employers and                         
academic institutions who assist fake student and individuals in obtaining a way into the UK.                             
They have also applied restrictions to ensure that family members who are to be reunited with                               
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individuals in the UK can speak a good level of english and would not have to rely on the                                     
welfare system. 
For the duration of the presentation, Cameron does not explicitly state anything negative in                           
regards to any of his possible political competitors. However, in the beginning of his speech, the                               
Prime Minister states that members of the public need to maintain the perception that                           
conventional political parties understand the problem of immigration, otherwise they shall be                       
forced to appeal to others who “exploit these issues to create social unrest.” (pg. 12). 
 
2013. March 25. 
Cameron introduces his speech with explaining that immigration has in fact helped Britain to                           
grow. As he argues, foreigners “have enriched our society by working hard, taking risks and                             
creating jobs and wealth for the whole country” (pg. 21). He believes that migrants created the                               
UK as it is now, as all of them greatly contributed to the betterment of the economy, job­market,                                   
society and culture of the country. He further illustrates that the openness of the country is                               
something to be proud of. 
Although, he believes that migration is beneficial for the country he argues that it needs to be                                 
controlled. In his view, the problem of immigration to the UK is the scale of it. He points out the                                       
main concerns of the people of the UK; firstly, a large number of immigrants each year may                                 
constrain the ability of public institutions to serve the people effectively. Secondly, the                         
accelerating alteration of the structures of the communities can be observed. Furthermore, the                         
people of the UK worry that newcomers choose to reside in their country in order to take                                 
advantage of the welfare system. 
However, the welfare system is not only imposed upon by the internationals, but also by Brits. In                                 
Cameron’s view, immigrants fulfill jobs that could easily be done by the nationals as well. The                               
people rather choose to live off of benefits, and in this manner, leaving job opportunities for                               
migrants. 
One of the solutions he proposes is to attract foreigners who are well­educated and hardworking,                             
who may be able to support the creation of opportunities in the country. 
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Further, he explains that his party has been working on finding ways to stop the immense                               
number of immigrants. They have shut down colleges, that were used by foreigners to enter the                               
country with a legitimate intention. Besides, they disclosed some of the entry­roots of the point                             
based system that was implemented by the former government. Cameron claims that the CP has                             
also managed to create a more reasonable asylum seeking system. These reforms have succeeded                           
in cutting down the net­migration by a third. Low­skilled job seekers who came to the UK to find                                   
an occupation from outside of the EU are not allowed in the country. This resulted in a drastic                                   
decrease in the numbers of economic migrants. Furthermore, the government established certain                       
procedures for checking whether newcomers speak the language. They have also encouraged                       
businesses to aim to employ Brits first, and only if there is still a lack of workers, they can invite                                       
foreign workers. 
Cameron’s plan for future progress in the matter is to further cut down the numbers of                               
immigrants residing in the country. One of the ways, he intends to do this is to put in place                                     
transitional controls for new EU Member States in order to ensure that migrants will contribute                             
to the country, and not exploit its welfare system. Secondly, he intends to implement change in                               
the ways of who is eligible to benefits. Migrants shall only be able to take out, once they have                                     
also put in, to put it simply. Illegal migration is another issue Cameron plans to take action                                 
against. Businesses that employ illegal migrants are to be intervened. Illegal foreigners will also                           
meet difficulty if they wish to open bank accounts, or take loans, as the government plans to                                 
carry out tougher controls Once a national is on Jobseeker’s Allowance, he needs to prove that                               
he is in fact in search for a job, and that he has the chance to get a job in reality. For this reason,                                               
the ability to speak the language becomes highly crucial. After six months of unemployment,                           
people will be cut off from this benefit. Cameron reveals, that he is planning to negotiate with                                 
European partners about the child benefits that are given to european workers even if their                             
children do not live in the country. Charges of the National Health Care shall in the future also                                   
apply to Europeans. Before a migrant is allowed to receive social housing, he needs to have at                                 
least lived in the UK for 2 years. 
Furthermore, he believes one of the main problems of the issue has been the lack of education of                                   
the national youth, hence internationals come to fulfill the lack of skilled employees. This shall                             
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be solved by providing accurate education for the British, so that they are prepared for the                               
various occupations that are now fulfilled by migrants. Once a national is on Jobseeker’s                           
Allowance, he needs to prove that he is in fact in search for a job.  
The prime minister argued numerous times that the immigration policy they were left with after                             
the last government, has not taken care of the issue. He notes that even though slight regulations                                 
were put into place, they were not correctly put into action. According to Cameron, there was no                                 
real control over the matter, and that is what he has been working and will work on.                                 
Additionally, Cameron specifies the points­based system that his predecessors enforced as one of                         
the main causes of the immigration problem. 
 
2014. November 28. 
Early on in the speech, Cameron discusses the reasons for being proud to be a British citizen. He                                   
states that the history of the country, the creativity and compassion of the citizens and their                               
values, are crucial factors in his pride. However, he considers most importantly the fact that the                               
UK has become a strong, democratic, multi­national country, where there are numerous                       
opportunities for the people. He further explains that the reason this has been possible is the open                                 
nature of the UK and the British to the outside world. Even though, Britain is an island nation, it                                     
has always seeked to interact with the rest of the world. This has particularly been important,                               
because it has positively influenced the economy through trade. According to Cameron, the                         
modern UK relies on this notion of openness. This is what makes the country as prosperous as it                                   
is now. 
Cameron also notes that foreigners notably benefit the country as well. As he says, “We are                               
Great Britain because of immigrants, not in spite of it” (pg. 32). Today, immigrants contribute to                               
the betterment of the education, the health care and other fields of expertise. He believes that the                                 
great input foreigners have provided the UK with shall not be forgotten. 
During the extent of his speech, Cameron elaborates on several negative aspects of the issue of                               
immigration in the UK. He defines immigration as a problem within the country and elaborates                             
on the cause of the problem as well as the fact that the rate of immigration needs to be controlled.  
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Cameron believes that there are those who do not observe immigration as a problem; on pg. 2, he                                   
implores on individuals to realise that the issue exists, claiming this as the first of the three                                 
threatening points of view that some people maintain. Such are those who attribute the rise of                               
immigration to globalisation as well as the developments of the 21st century and claim that it is a                                   
global phenomenon that can not be avoided. Those who maintain this “complacent view” often                           
shame those who observe the issue differently. Additionally, such individuals fail to perceive the                           
drastic rise of immigration as a problem; often, they have never experienced the effects of                             
overpopulation for themselves and are thus unable to empathise.Cameron illustrates that                     
immigration is on the rise not only in the UK, but also globally. 
Cameron elaborates further on the difficulties that the increase in the population has caused in                             
the UK. He states that schools, maternity wards, emergency rooms and general hospitals are                           
overcrowded; primary schools are multilingual, but few children speak English as a primary                         
language. The amount of migrants who have chosen to relocate to the UK is at an all­time high;                                   
such elevated numbers have never been observed in the history of the EU. 
Further, Cameron presents the reason for the development of the problem of immigration. He                           
attributes the relaxed incentives that the previous government maintained towards immigration                     
as the main cause of the issue. However, he is also sure to state that his predecessors have                                   
accepted this fact themselves. The EU is also perceived to be a contributor to the problems that                                 
the UK is currently facing. 
The Prime Minister finds fault in the point­based system. Here, he points out that the policies                               
that the previous administration had implemented made it too simple for foreigners to gain UK                             
citizenship and thus the numbers of people who attempted to claim asylum increased drastically.                           
Cameron also states that the amount of employment that was allocated to foreigners was out of                               
proportion to the numbers of UK workers who received jobs. Additionally, the policies that the                             
previous government maintained ensured that EU migrants were able to obtain welfare benefits                         
instantly, which is not the case in many other country. 
Cameron also refers to the million immigrants who entered the UK as the result of his                               
predecessors’ choice to neglect the imposition of international restraints regarding eight new EU                         
member states who had inferior economical situations when they joined in 2004. He also points                             
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out that the majority of the other EU countries chose to maintain their international controls,                             
thus, the UK presented itself to be a highly tempting choice for individuals who were looking to                                 
relocate. 
The UK’s involvement in the EU is also perceived to be a contributing factor to the rise of                                   
immigration. Though many British people have exercised their right to move and seek                         
employment in other EU countries, the amount of people who have done so basically stagnate;                             
thus, there has been an increase in net migration. Cameron illustrates that there has been an                               
increase of almost 50% of the total number of immigrants who arrived between 1974­2004, just                             
in 2004­2011 alone. 
Current policy additionally allows for EU migrants who do not have employment to gain social                             
benefits though they are currently unable to contribute to the system. Furthermore, they are                           
permitted to bring non­EU spouses into the UK; this has lead to the development of fake                               
marriages. Cameron regularly stresses the importance of his understanding of the need for the                           
UK to gain control over the immigration issue. He states that he is in concurrence with the                                 
British people who feel that immigration does not need to be stopped, but just restricted, for the                                 
sake of the country. 
Cameron in his speech offered a set of reforms that, in his view, would prove to deliver solutions                                   
to the growing problem of immigration. His main objective is to cut back the number of EU                                 
migrants moving to the country, as his party since 2010 managed to reduce that of non­EU                               
newcomers. 
He argues that when his government came into power, they had intended to create adjustments                             
that would result on immigration levels returning to what they had been two decades ago. This                               
was done by applying demanding restrictions to non EU citizens; universities were now required                           
to only accept high achieving students, and pressure was placed on employers to only accept                             
skilled workers who applied to jobs from beyond the EU borders. Cameron also alludes to how,                               
by making it difficult for illegal immigrants to obtain their drivers licences, open bank account or                               
rent accomodation, his administration ensured that the UK became a difficult place for illegal                           
immigrants to inhibit.  
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Additionally, they made certain that individuals who attempted to have their families join them                           
in the UK had to make an annual minimum wage of £18,600 as well as pass a test proving                                     
English language proficiency. His administration spent millions to stop illegal immigration from                       
France, and they have had substantial effects since they begun as net migration levels have                             
dropped by a quarter. 
His first proposed solution to tackle the problem is to put an end to sham marriages. This is done                                     
in order to culminate the abuse of the right to free movement that EU citizens take advantage of.                                   
He believes that it shall be required that EU jobseekers who decide to work within UK borders                                 
should only enter the country when they have a job offer. If this is not the case, they shall only be                                         
able to stay within the country for six months in search for a job. Through introducing the                                 
Universal Credit, while foreigners are unemployed, they will not be permitted to be eligible for                             
benefits from the government. This suggestion would make sure that they shall only receive                           
benefits, once they have also contributed to the country. 
Another proposition of Cameron to solve the situation is to stop EU workers to reside in the UK.                                   
He emphasizes that British workers shall be prioritized when an employer makes his choice. This                             
may be achieved by re­negotiating future Member States’ rights. Future EU citizens should not                           
be allotted the right to freedom of movement, unless their home country’s economy has                           
advanced closely to the level of that of the UK. Furthermore, in addition to this, in order to                                   
reduce the benefits that EU workers are entitled to, he proposes that each EU citizen shall live                                 
and work in the UK for at least four years before acquiring benefits. In case the child of an EU                                       
worker lives outside of the UK, the worker shall not receive child care support. 
Through these reforms, Cameron hopes to establish the welfare system to be less likely to be                               
subject to abuse. In addition, he views the welfare system as a national club, that is until migrants                                   
pay into the system, they should not be allowed to get out of it. 
Cameron believes that all these reforms can be achieved if the Member States of the EU are                                 
willing to discuss the problem, and find a conjoint agreement that is beneficial not only for one                                 
nation, but for the entirety of the EU. However, the prime minister also claims that if negotiation                                 
and compromise are not suffice, he is prepared to initiate drastic changes. 
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Furthermore, in his speech, he mentions that as it is a rather complex issue, simple solutions can                                 
not offer real changes. This concern of his has been pointed out several times. He argues that                                 
some of his opponents would simply resign from the EU in order to tackle the problem.                               
However, the EU with the single market has greatly helped the UK in its progress. Thus,                               
Cameron warns the people not to accept and align to such proposals. 
The prime minister further remarks that the general elections are on the horizon, and guarantees                             
the people of the UK that if he gets re­elected, he will ascertain that these propositions are                                 
carried out. Thus, he ensures the crowd to solve the problem of immigration within the UK. 
 
General conclusion of the analysis 
After performing our qualitative content analysis on each of the four speeches that Prime                           
Minister David Cameron has given regarding the topic of immigration into the UK, there are                             
several deductions that may be made. The first of these deductions is that the Prime Minister has                                 
repeatedly maintained the same stance over the last few years.  
When we begun our analysis, we decided to examine the possible change in his stance by means                                 
of observing four variables. The first of these variables was the Prime Minister’s observation of                             
immigrants in the UK, and the second was whether or not immigration was perceived to be a                                 
problem and if so, what he believed had caused the problem. Additionally, we observed any                             
incentives that Cameron’s administration had undertaken to address the issue as well as                         
incentives that they intended to implement in the future. Finally we also focused on the manner                               
in which Cameron addressed or referred to his opponents. 
When we examined the first variable, we found exceptionally strong similarities in all four texts.                             
Since the beginning of his address to the issue of immigration to the UK, the Prime Minister has                                   
continuously begun his speeches in a manner that praises the impact that migrants have posed to                               
his country. He regularly refers to people in the workforce such as teachers as well as business                                 
leaders and healthcare providers who have migrated to the UK and provided their skills and                             
services to the benefit of the country. 
The examinations of our second variable, whether or not immigration is perceived to be a                             
problem, also proved similar results in all four texts. Cameron repeatedly states that immigration                           
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is a definite issue within the UK and that he wishes not to stop it, but rather to apply restrictions                                       
and gain a sense of control that would revert UK immigration statistics to what they were in the                                   
1990’s. Additionally, the Prime Minister also continuously places blame for the rise in                         
immigration onto the previous administration. He often cites fault in the point­based system that                           
had been introduced; this is common in all four texts. However, Cameron also regularly makes                             
mention of differing topics such as fear of xenophobia or racism that his predecessors                           
maintained. 
The third variable that we examined was any solutions that Cameron presented in his speeches.                             
Though some of his incentives differed across the board, there were a few similarities. One                             
similarity was his intention to combat illegal immigration by means of working with the French                             
to enhance border security, another was his intention to impact the flow EU migrants. Since the                               
speeches took place over time, differing incentives are alluded to in each speech. Some of the                               
issues that he wished to target in order to combat immigration were the education and                             
prioritisation of British citizens, the instigation of better visa controls in order to combat                           
fraudsters and the ability of illegal immigrants to obtain licenses or credit. 
The fourth and final variable that was examined during our content analysis what that of the                               
manner in which Cameron referred to his opposers, if at all. During our research, we found that                                 
when the Prime Minister addressed those who opposed him, he referred to them in sensationalist                             
and, often, malicious mannerisms. Though he did not say much to them, and he did not always                                 
specify that it was his opposing political competitors that he was addressing, he continuously                           
informed the public that he was in the right and that those who maintained differing political                               
viewpoints regarding the issue of immigration were exceedingly wrong in their ideals. 
Thus, after performing an observation of all four speeches, we have discovered that much of                             
what Cameron says in them is similar, not just in structure, but also in content. With regards to                                   
the four variables that we had decided to monitor, there was little difference amongst their                             
characteristics in all four speeches that had been made at different points in time. The Prime                               
Minister often elaborated on similar topics in similar ways; the speeches often maintain the same                             
structure and thus Cameron is often consistent in his bearing. 
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5. Discussion 
The following chapter of our work shall include a discussion of the project. Here, we present the                                 
information that our data had deducted as well as add circumstance to it by means of contrasting                                 
the stance of David Cameron with that of UKIP. For this reason, we elaborate on the agenda of                                   
UKIP in this chapter. Later on, we apply the aforementioned theoretical framework, namely the                           
framing theory and the rational choice theory. Furthermore, we examine our hypothesis in the                           
lights of our results before concluding the discussion. Additionally, we elaborate on our findings                           
whilst taking into account the concepts that we had chosen to apply. 
 
The qualitative content analysis that we conducted on David Cameron’s four speeches on the                           
topic of immigration did not portray results that were presupposed. Instead, the analysis allowed                           
us to deduct information that demonstrates the fact that Cameron often maintained the same                           
stance regarding immigration in the UK. The Prime Minister maintains a political strategy that                           
primarily entails responding to prominent political issues in order to serve his country by                           
confronting the problems that it faces. 
As has been observed, the Prime Minister embraces the effect that immigrants maintain over the                             
country and welcomes the idea of more immigrants in the future. However, he states that                             
immigration is a large problem that they need to gain restraint over as large statistics are causing                                 
harm to the state of the country on many levels. Cameron blames the rise of immigration on the                                   
poor incentives that were implemented by the previous administration and wishes to revert the                           
numbers to what they were in the 90’s.  
Additionally, during his speeches, the Prime Minister is always sure to provide an update on                             
measures that have been taken to combat the issue, as well as measures that his administration                               
plans to take in the future. In the fourth speech that he made, Cameron also presented this as a                                     
reason why voters should provide him with a second term. Furthermore, all four speeches                           
included an intent to deface his political opposition. Thus, we have managed to deduce that                             
Cameron has maintained the same stance regarding immigration during his political term. 
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The LD, who currently govern the state in coalition with the CP, maintain that they advocate the                                 
reinstatement of restraint to the immigration system by means of implementing checks to                         
observe the flow of the population moving out of the country (Liberal Democrats 2014). Thus,                             
they believe that the administration will be able to identify individuals who continue to remain in                               
the UK even though their visa may have expired. They also boast to helping reduce immigration                               
numbers significantly and that there are many immensely skilled migrants who are currently                         
assisting the UK in building an economy that is powerful and successful (Liberal Democrats                           
2014). Additionally, the party reports having assisted in the effort to end the practice of detaining                               
children in adult detention centers that was held by the previous ruling party. Such practises were                               
regularly performed, in relation to immigration, under the Labour party (Liberal Democrats                       
2014). 
The views that the LD currently maintain concur with the concept of triangulation, most                           
especially when the aforementioned work of Balch and Balabanova (2014) is considered. Here                         
we see a liberal, and more left orientated, political party shifting it’s ideologies in order to appear                                 
in better agreement with the statements that have been produced by their political ideological                           
opponents. Balch and Balabanova (2013) found that positive and welcoming perceptions of                       
immigration in the UK have shifted from the topic of humanitarian rights to that of the benefit                                 
that migrants pose to the British economy. The change in perception has been observed amongst                             
those who originally, or still do, profess to maintain liberal or more left­wing ideologies (Balch                             
& Balabanova 2014). 
 
As aforementioned, UKIP is one of the fastest growing political parties in the UK at present.                               
They are perceived to be a strong right­wing party and have gained much support during the last                                 
decade. With regards to immigration, UKIP’s stance is one that appears to be neither liberal nor                               
welcoming; which is expected as they are known for their eurosceptic and anti­immigrant                         
ideologies.  
However, the party has stated that they acknowledge the advantages of restrained levels of                           
immigration. Amongst the policies that they advocate and would implement, they state that, were                           
they in power, they would ensure that the UK renounces the EU and that working permits would                                 
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only be allocated to individuals who would fulfill the lack of skill in the employment sector                               
(UKIP 2014). 
Additionally, the party would also ensure that migrants, whether they are employed or not,                           
would only be able to obtain benefits after they have paid taxes for a minimum of five years. In                                     
fact, visitors and immigrants must both prove that they maintain private healthcare insurance                         
before they would be able to enter the country. During these first five years, the party also insists                                   
that migrants remain financially independent; thus, they must make use of private                       
accommodation, schooling and healthcare. After ten years, such migrants would be able to obtain                           
their permanent residence (UKIP 2014). 
The party also states that “UKIP will reinstate the primary purpose rule for bringing foreign                             
spouses and children to the UK” and that they would issue time­restricted work permits;                           
additionally, they advocate the use of a point­based system for visa applications (UKIP 2014).                           
Were UKIP to gain power, they would also ensure that this system was applied to EU migrants                                 
who wish to obtain employment in the UK. Moreover, EU migrants would be required to prove                               
that they can speak English and must have already arranged accommodation, employment and                         
private healthcare insurance in order for them to be able to attend their employment in the UK                                 
(UKIP 2014). 
Another measure that UKIP would instigate in order to gain control of immigration is the refusal                               
of absolution for fraudulent individuals who wish to obtain British passports as well as                           
individuals who are found to be residing in the UK illegally. Furthermore, they would also                             
ensure that protection is only given to the most vulnerable of refugees (UKIP 2014). 
 
As one observes the stance that Prime Minister David Cameron maintains in his speeches we                             
find there are many similarities between the statements that he makes and the policies that UKIP                               
would implement, were they to come into power. Both Cameron and UKIP state that the rate of                                 
immigration in the UK is too high and that restraints must be applied in order to control it. Both                                     
parties also advocate the use of employment permits to fill the inconsistencies within the                           
employment sector of the UK. Thus, they advocate the installment of the unemployed British                           
population back into the workforce 
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Another consistency between the separate groups is that the wish to ensure that immigrants                           
maintain financial independence upon arrival into the country. Though UKIP has ideals that are                           
harsher, it is a concept that they both maintain. Additionally, they advocate an extension in the                               
period of time that an individual must remain in the country before receiving legal                           
documentation. Whilst Cameron advocates an undetermined interval before citizenship is                   
granted, UKIP maintain that an individual must wait up to 10 years before they may be eligible                                 
to receive permanent resident status. 
Here, it is important to provide a definition of the difference between a citizenship holder and a                                 
permanent resident. Citizens maintain the ability to participate in elections; this is a status that                             
can not be revoked. Permanent residency does not allow for the individual to participate in                             
electoral voting and may be revoked if the person commits a crime. 
Both Cameron and UKIP also entertain the idea of imposing harsher laws that regard foreign                             
spouses and children. Cameron specifies this by indicating that parents in the UK should not be                               
able to gain child benefits for children who reside outside of the country. They also advocate the                                 
importance for immigrants to be able to speak English and wish to ensure restrictions for EU                               
migrants who seek employment in the UK. Both indicate that it is unfair for EU migrants to be                                   
able to sustain themselves off the welfare system whilst they are unemployed and, thus, must                             
have a job to get to before they arrive in the country.  
Finally, both the Prime Minister and UKIP are in concurrence regarding their approach to illegal                             
immigrants which is swift as well as unforgiving. 
Hereby, we may take note of the vast similarities between the ideologies that are presented by                               
the Prime Minister, in the four speeches he has made regarding immigration, and the stance that                               
is maintained by one of the fastest growing political parties in the UK, UKIP.  
 
Framing theory dictates that any individual who wishes to convey a certain message to another                             
maintain a predetermined framework within which they wish their audience to perceive their                         
message (Goffman 1974).  
As it currently stands, both Cameron and UKIP maintain similar frameworks that they wish to                             
convey to onlookers. Both representatives portray immigration in a negative light and state that it                             
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must be controlled. However, they both make the strange differentiation between immigrants as                         
individuals and immigration, where the former is portrayed as beneficial to the development of                           
the country, but the latter is shown to be detrimental to the health of the state. This alludes to the                                       
concept of representation; in this case, effort is made to ensure that a broad range of individuals                                 
may feel that they understand the point of view of the political actors 
Another frame that appears to be predominant is the one that is placed on the previous                               
administration by David Cameron. He is meticulous in ensuring that his audience understands                         
that it is his predecessors who are to be impeached as they are the cause of the issue. jjjThus, the                                       
perception that Cameron’s administration is purifying the disarray that was caused by his                         
predecessors is portrayed. Furthermore, Cameron strengthens this frame by thematically                   
elaborating on all of the achievements that his administration have gained whilst battling what is                             
shown to be the great issue of immigration. Thus, one may take into account the concept of issue                                   
voting. 
Immigration has been a highly politicised issue in the UK over the past few months (Balch &                                 
Balbanove 2014). Additionally, UKIP, who announced their membership of 40 000 in October                         
2014, have continuously advocated immigration as one of the largest issues that they with to                             
tackle. Immigration has come to be perceived as an issue of major debate of late, thus, it is                                   
important that parties state their positions on the topic.  
One other significant frame that is often applied is that which Cameron administers onto the                             
perception of his opposers. During his speeches, though he does not refer to them often,                             
whenever he does, the portrayal that he presents of them is sensationalist. He often attempts to                               
make the audience understand that his competitors are uninformed, unprepared and have hostile                         
intentions.  
In contrast, he presents himself as a champion with a cause. He indicates that he has viable                                 
solutions to the problem and that he knows how to implement them. Thus, he is shown and                                 
perceived to be a positive actor. 
Thus, one may successfully observe the notions presented by framing theory within the                         
information that was portrayed in the content of the speeches that Prime Minister David                           
Cameron has made, regarding immigration, within his term. 
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Dr. Alex Balch and Ekaterina Balabanova (2014) recently conducted research on the framing of                           
the British immigration policy in the media industry. Their work concluded that primary frames                           
have shifted from humanitarian aspects, to more social and economic based ones from                         
2006­2013 as harsher terminology was gradually applied when referring to immigration in the                         
country and emphasis was placed on the economic ramifications of immigration (Balch &                         
Balabanova 2014). Furthermore, they believe that the issue of immigration is going to be a major                               
component of the elections next year  (Balch & Balabanova 2014). 
 
The base of our research has been the rational choice theory. We have based our hypothesis on                                 
the presumptions of the theory, we will later on revisit it in this chapter of our work. As rational                                     
choice theory states each individual shall act in accordance with their interests. Every rational                           
actor behaves in the name of maximizing their utilities (Downs 1957). Furthermore, the theory                           
elaborates on the behaviour of political actors. Downs (1957) believes that every politician and                           
political party functions in order to gain support, power and authority. Thus, the main aim of                               
politicians is not necessarily the betterment of the country, but to obtain support from the people                               
in favor for staying in their positions. Support from the people can primarily be observed by the                                 
votes they cast on elections. If a politician upholds values and has potentially profitable future                             
plans for the advancement of the country, and people perceives these ideals he advocates, they                             
will most likely side with him by voting for him. According to this notion, rational political                               
actors may vary their behaviour and their political stances for the sake of acquiring votes from                               
the public. Consequently, political parties do not intend to keep their agenda; however, it is                             
subject to change according to what the public may show propensity for (Downs 1957). 
When we return to our case of the UK, immigration and David Cameron, as argued before, the                                 
Prime Minister does not alter his motives and rhetoric essentially. His stance remains                         
approximately constant. Throughout the years, his rhetoric on immigration persists. He can be                         
argued to intend to find solutions for an immense issue of the country. For this reason his future                                   
plans regarding the issue changes over the years; we can see a development of what they have                                 
already successfully implemented and how they plan to proceed in the future. In this way, our                               
theoretical framework does not support our case. 
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As the theory states, political parties need to supply an ideology for the public. The voter, while                                 
examining only the main beliefs of each political actor, can easily decide which one represents                             
his interests most comprehensively (Downs, 1957). It can be argued, that the ideologies of UKIP                             
and CP in general are distinct. However, when addressing the issue of immigration, both of them                               
take a comparable viewpoint. David Cameron does not intend to shift his motives in finding a                               
solution to the problem, but rather changes it in accordance with what it is that needs to be                                   
resolved. In this manner, he remains at his original perspective. He does not alter his views, or                                 
ideology to match that of UKIP. Consequently, we argue that rational choice theory is not                             
applicable to our case, as we do not see the patterns that are discussed in the theory in the views                                       
of the Prime Minister. 
 
In this part of our report, we examine our hypothesis in the lights of our findings. To remind the                                     
reader of our hypothesis, hereby we state it again. 
 
The change in the UK’s Conservative Party’s political agenda, regarding immigration, is a                         
calculated move that will allow them to purloin support from UKIP supporters. 
 
Our assumption, as mentioned previously, is rooted in the rational choice theory. We argue, that                             
because of the substantial support UKIP has gained over the past few years, David Cameron and                               
his party may reconsider their approach to key issues UKIP represents in their politics. UKIP, as                               
a right­wing populist party, has put considerable emphasis on solving the problematics of the                           
immigration issue. Considering this, David Cameron as a rational actor shall be expected to shift                             
his political stance closer to that of UKIP. However, as our findings show, over the years,                               
Cameron has not changed his position significantly. He remained to state similar rhetoric from                           
2011. Thus, it can be argued, that even though UKIP has advanced, their political attitude                             
towards immigration has not influenced Cameron substantially. As we mention before, Cameron,                       
in his politics, only responds to a growing and problematic phenomenon in the name of                             
protecting the best interests of his country, and finding a solution to various differing obstacles.                             
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This, however, leaves us with the realization that our hypothesis is incorrect. On the grounds that                               
Cameron in his rhetoric has not notably altered, our hypothesis is disproved. 
 
6. Conclusion 
At the beginning of this research paper, we embarked on an investigation in order to prove that                                 
Prime Minister David Cameron had changed his stance regarding immigration in the UK in order                             
to swindle votes from UKIP supporters in the upcoming elections. Since support for UKIP has                             
grown drastically over the last few years, this would seem a rational political strategy as it would                                 
allow for the CP to maximise their political representation by means of portraying an agenda that                               
would also appeal to UKIP supporters. As the rational choice theory states, a political actor shall                               
act in pursuance of obtaining the votes of the public. Thus, political stances, future policies and                               
agendas are subject to change in order for the governing party to remain in office. 
However, as we proceeded with our inspection, we found that this was not the case and that our                                   
hypothesis was, in fact, mistaken. Cameron had continuously maintained the same frame in his                           
perception and portrayal of the issue of immigration in the UK. Thus, one may observe that his                                 
stance, had scarcely changed during his term. 
Furthermore, it is valuable to mention that immigration is, currently, a highly politicised issue, as                             
has been noted by Cameron himself. Thus, reason dictates that the Prime Minister is merely a                               
logical actor by involving himself in one of the most prominent issues that voters are discussing                               
at present. 
In response to our aforementioned research question, the investigation conducted in this project                         
has concluded that there is no significant change to be acknowledged in the stance that David                               
Cameron upholds regarding immigration in the UK. 
It is worthy to note that if David Cameron succeeds in re­negotiating immigration policies within                             
the EU, it may have significant effects on other Member States’ legislature regarding the issue as                               
well as on the EU as we know it today. As we have argued in our problem area, the EU upholds                                         
certain values and rights that are to include every human being. The right to freedom of                               
movement is a core concept within the borders of the EU, that is also greatly promoted by the                                   
EU. If the government of the UK proceeds with their plan to drastically cut back immigration                               
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both from inside and outside of the EU, it will have consequences to not only the European                                 
politics, society, economy and culture, but also to the global environment. 
After drawing the conclusion of our research, we intend to elaborate on the further research that                               
may be purposeful to be conducted. As we mentioned in our Methodology chapter, one of our                               
shortcomings of the project is that it may be argued to be from a communication studies point of                                   
view. For this reason, we consider that further research shall be beneficial in different fields of                               
science. An example could be to examine the implemented political reform within the country,                           
and observe in what ways immigration policies have been tightened and what effect it may cause                               
for the society, for the economy and for the country as a whole. Further investigation may also                                 
prove to be crucial into the development and achievements of UKIP. This would serve to better                               
understand the implications and possible effect of the party to other political actors. Moreover,                           
after a period of time, the influence of the politics of David Cameron within and outside the EU                                   
may be detected. 
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